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Appendix I3

Implementation of rarefied-by-island-size consensus4

The rarefied-by-island-size majority rule consensus was implemented as5

follows, the randomised tree sets were obtained in R v.3.5.3 (R Core Team,6

2019) with the following command, t(replicate(1000,7

unlist(list(sort(sample.int(18, 18)), sort(sample.int(72,18) + 18),8

sort(sample.int(90, 18) + 90), sort(sample.int(216, 18) + 180),9

sort(sample.int(486, 18) + 396))))), where the values following the10

addition sign correspond to the sum of the length of all islands smaller than11

the island being sampled. The resulting table was edited by substituting all12

”^” (start of line) by ”\tcontree ”, and all ”$” (end of line) by ”/13

majrule=yes strict=no treefile=RarefiedM50-#.tre;\n”, the edited text was14

then inserted into a Nexus file containing the PAUP* (Swofford, 2003)15

block and the output file numbers edited manually. If a single replicate is16

desired the R command should be c(sort(sample.int(18, 18)),17

sort(sample.int(72,18) + 18), sort(sample.int(90, 18) + 90),18

sort(sample.int(216, 18) + 180), sort(sample.int(486, 18) + 396)), and the19

regular expressions for text manipulation do not need to be modified20

beyond changing the desired treefile name.21
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Appendix II22

Description of exact island extraction algorithms23

1. Exhaustive search for x-NNI island extraction24

Step 1:25

Given a tree distribution26

For each tree in the distribution:27

Generate 1-NNI neighbourhood of tree:28

For each tree in neighbourhood generate its 1-NNI neighbourhood:29

Repeat x − 2 times30

Filter the x -neighbourhood for those trees shared with the tree31

distribution32

Step 2:33

When all filtered neighbourhoods have been identified:34

Compare and merge filtered neighbourhoods with shared trees:35

Recurse until only x -NNI islands are left36

This algorithm is modified from the one used for the extraction of 1-NNI37

islands, and requires two functions to be implemented: one to generate the38

filtered neighbourhoods, and another to compare and merge them.39

The 2-NNI island extraction is implemented in our R package. The current40

exhaustive search implementation is bounded by (2(n− 3))x × t non-unique41

trees, where n is the length of the leaf set, 2(n− 3) is the size of a tree’s42

1-NNI neighbourhood, x = 2 is the x -NNI threshold, and t is the size of the43

tree distribution.44
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2. Island extraction from a matrix of any pairwise tree-to-tree distances (D).45

Choose a threshold x -D46

Create a vector with the tree distribution’s length and all values set to47

property a48

(Indices in the tree distribution and property vector have 1:149

correspondence)50

Set the first instance of a to b51

Find the trees within x -D of first tree and change them to property b in52

vector53

For all but the first tree:54

Find the trees within x -D of trees with property b:55

Set corresponding vector indices to b56

For all trees in the distribution:57

Find the trees within x -D of trees with property b:58

Set corresponding vector indices to b59

Remove all trees with property b from tree distribution60

Recurse until all x -D islands have been extracted61

This approach is analogous to graph colouring (properties a, b). It is62

implemented in our R package together with the calculation of63

Robinson-Foulds (RF, Robinson and Foulds, 1981) distance matrix.64
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